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Question 1

Sample Identifier: H
Score: 9

•

Presents a clear introduction and effectively contextualizes the argument by asking several

questions and argues that "the intellectual and practical enrichment that it [college] provides
justifies its lofty cost."

•

Effectively puts Source B for support in conversation with Sources C, D, and F to make the
argument that college is worth the cost.

•

•

Elaborates by contrasting the liberal arts philosophy of Source B with the "misguided sense of
conformity towards high-paying jobs" and suggesting that people may not see the full value of
college "because they are only focused on the material profit,"
Considers a counterargument: "Some argue that the financial risk involved in attending college

simply outweighs any intellectual benefits that can arise from higher education" and refutes this
claim using the sources skillfully

•
•

Synthesizes sources smoothly for a full and purposeful argument
Ends with especially effective control, underscoring the essay's success.

•

Earned a score of 9

Sample Identifier: B
Score: 8

•
•
•

Effectively examines the costs and benefits beyond finances in arguing that college is worth the cost.
Effectively synthesizes 3 sources to demonstrate the various facets of the cost debate.
Develops a strong fink between the sources and the writer's argument; for example using Source F to
note that Americans value both a good work ethic and social skills and elaborating on how college
can "bolster both of these values."

•

Considers an opposing argument and uses Sources I) and F to refute the claim that college costs will
negatively impact students for the rest of their lives.

•

Demonstrates consistent control of a wide range of the elements of effective writing.

•

Earned a score of 8,

Sample Identifier: E
Score: 7

•

Presents appropriate evidence, incorporating sources with some purpose to argue that "A college
education, like any other investment, will become more highly required by workplaces and will pay

•
•

Adequately focuses on the question and purposefully incorporates sources in responding to it.
Adequately concludes that work places may choose graduates over non-graduates and "This,
combined with the availability of opportunities, connections, and monetary return obtained at college

off in students' futures."

•

proves an education is worth your time, money, and effort."
Demonstrates a more mature prose style than is often found in a 6, using phrases such as "As shown
in;" "This remark indicates that;" and "So" to create links between the sources and the argument.

•

Earned a score of 7.
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Sample Identifier: A
Score: 6

•

Adequately states a position and uses appropriate sources for evidence and support, providing an
economic argument regarding the cost of college.

•

Adequately connects Source C with the argument, using the chart to compare wages of male and
female college graduates and noting that both have declined,

•

Uses Source E to support its argument: "Thiel, believes, like many progressive members of our
society, that colleges are no longer the optimal route to success," and uses Source F to reinforce this
point

•

Provides appropriate and sufficient evidence and explanations.

•

The essay earned a score of 6.

Sample Identifier: D
Score:

•

5

Adequately evaluates whether college is worth its cost, stating "it can be proven that college can be
beneficial to one's life."

•

Adequately incorporates several sources; for example, reference to a "trophy" diploma resulting from
"determination" when elaborating Source D,

•

Makes a viable comparison between high school and college opportunities, with a strained link to
Source B: "It can show that people can express themselves in ways that other people (the ones who
didn't attend college) can't."

•

Remains at a fairly high level of generality (e.g., these liberal arts classes can extend far even after

college) with many unsupported assertions (e.g., "College can allow for an escape that allows lor
•

freedom and productivity.")
Develops an argument but demonstrates both adequate and inadequate features

•

Earned a score of 5.

Sample Identifier: G
Score: 4

•
•
•

•

Inadequately evaluates whether college is worth the cost.
Presents vague assertions: "it all depends on the student whether college is worth the cost,"
Sources dominate the essay with little explanation provided; for example, reports on Source E ends
with an empty statement: "This just shows how people who do not want to go to college, or do not
need to, do not have to go to college."
The prose generally convoys the writer's ideas.

•

Earned a score of 4

Sample Identifier: I
Score:

a

•

3

Demonstrates less success in evaluating whether college is worth its cost by straying into irrelevant
considerations, e.g., "whether or not its [sic] fair to have to pay for your own education."

Cites 3 sources (F, D, and B), but is particularly limited in its explanation, demonstrating less success
than a 4

•

Consists of many vague generalizations, e.g , "It all depends on the view of the situation and the
effect it'll have "

•

Earned a score of 3.
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Sample Identifier: C
Score: 2

•

Attempts to establish a position through assertion but demonstrates little success in evaluating
whether college is worth its cost.

•

Oversimplifies and fails to establish link between the two sources cited and the assertion that the
cost of college "discriminates against the impoverished."

•

Exhibits weak control of syntax

•

Earned a score of 2.

Sample Identifier: F
Score:

1

•

Attempts to discuss whether college is worth the cost: "The values of collage [sic] are know laic)

•

being questioned,"
Alludes to 1 source but is especially simplistic in its explanation.

•

Weak in control of writing

•

Earned a score of 1
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